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Abstract: Hybrid organic–inorganic lead halide perovskite
APbX3 pigments, such as methylammonium lead iodide, have
recently emerged as excellent light harvesters in solid-state
mesoscopic solar cells. An important target for the further
improvement of the performance of perovskite-based photo-
voltaics is to extend their optical-absorption onset further into
the red to enhance solar-light harvesting. Herein, we show that
this goal can be reached by using a mixture of formamidinium
(HN = CHNH3

+, FA) and methylammonium (CH3NH3
+,

MA) cations in the A position of the APbI3 perovskite
structure. This combination leads to an enhanced short-circuit
current and thus superior devices to those based on only
CH3NH3

+. This concept has not been applied previously in
perovskite-based solar cells. It shows great potential as
a versatile tool to tune the structural, electrical, and optoelec-
tronic properties of the light-harvesting materials.

The large family of inorganic halometallate perovskites has
attracted a lot of attention owing to its wide range of
outstanding properties, such as antiferromagnetism,[1–3] pho-
toconductivity,[4, 5] ionic conductivity,[6] and bipolar semicon-
ductivity.[7] Within this family, the fully inorganic cesium–
metal–trihalide perovskites (CsAX3, X = Cl, Br, I) have been
the subject of intense study for many years.[8–17] In particular,
organic–inorganic iodoplumbate and iodostannate perov-
skites, pioneered by Mitzi et al.,[18] have been recognized for

their excellent semiconducting properties.[19] However, the
extraordinary photovoltaic performance of similar hybrid
perovskites only became evident after the demonstration of
MAPbI3 nanoparticles as potent light harvesters in a liquid-
electrolyte-based dye-sensitized solar-cell configuration by
Miyasaka and co-workers,[20] who observed a power-conver-
sion efficiency (PCE) of 3.9%. A drawback of this system is
its poor stability, as the perovskite rapidly degrades owing to
its high solubility in the liquid electrolyte. This problem was
overcome by replacing the electrolyte with a solid organic
hole conductor.[21–27] Recently, we reported a new record of
15% PCE for a FTO/TiO2/MAPbI3/spiro-MeOTAD/Au
device in which the perovskite was deposited by a novel
sequential deposition technique.[23] By using our two-step
deposition technique, we witnessed a significant increase in
the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and fill factor (FF) of our
devices as compared to devices prepared by the commonly
used one-step deposition method from g-butyrolac-
tone.[20,24, 26, 27] However, the short-circuit photocurrent density
(Jsc) was limited to an average value of 17 mAcm�2. In theory,
a semiconductor with a band gap of 1.5 eV can deliver
photocurrents up to 27 mAcm�2 under standard AM 1.5G
illumination. The large difference arises mainly from the lack
of light absorption in the 550–800 nm range by the infiltrated
perovskite and the parasitic absorption of the conductive
oxide glass.

Hybrid organic–inorganic perovskites are synthesized
with a variety of organic cations.[26,28–34] It has been demon-
strated that the size of the organic ammonium cation
influences the optical band gap of the perovskite by affecting
the M-I-M (M = Sn, Pb) angle[35] or promoting the formation
of insulating barriers between semiconducting PbI4 layers.[30]

In the latter case, bigger cations usually lead to two-dimen-
sional perovskite, in which the PbI6

4� octahedrons are edge-
sharing. Two-dimensional (2D) iodoplumbate and iodostan-
nate perovskites usually show wider band gaps,[36, 37] which
make them unsuitable for panchromatic absorption of the
visible solar spectrum. A variety of organic cations have been
shown to affect the band gap by as much as 1 eV in
iodostannate perovskites.[36] Theoretically, methylammonium
(CH3NH3, MA+) and formamidinium (HN = CHNH3

+, FA+)
are sufficiently small cations to form the 3D perovskite,
whereas ethylammonium (CH3CH2NH3

+) is known to already
form a 2D perovskite.[26] FASnI3 has been described by Mitzi
and co-workers as early as 1995,[31] whereas its Pb analogue
was only recently investigated by Kanatzidis and co-work-
ers,[38] who reported a significant red shift of the optical
absorption as compared to that of MAPbI3. We reasoned that
formamidinium offers the potential to lower the band gap of
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the commonly used MAPbI3 per-
ovskite towards the value of
1.4 eV,[39] which is optimal for the
conversion of standard AM1.5
sunlight into electricity. We were
able to tune the band gap of
MAPbI3 by the gradual substitu-
tion of MA with FA cations, and
monitored the shift in the optical
response. Earlier studies on mixed-
cation perovskites focused on their
electronic properties. Thus, Mitzi
and co-workers described a semi-
conductor-to-metal transition
within the series (HN = CHNH3)2-
(CH3NH3)nSnnI3n+2

[31, 40] as n
increased. Three-dimensional per-
ovskites with mixed cations have
also been prepared in the form of
tin halide perovskites, that is,
(HN = CHNH3)0.5(CH3NH3)0.5-
SnI3;[41] however, their optical or
photovoltaic properties were not
studied. Investigations to tune the
band gap of metal halide perov-
skites have so far focused on the
mixing of halide anions, for exam-
ple, Br/I[37, 42] or Cl/I,[3,33] rather
than the use of mixed cations.

Herein we report the first use
of 3D perovskites of composition
(MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3 (x = 0–1) as
light-harvesting pigments for
mesoscopic solar cells. Our previ-
ously reported sequential deposi-
tion method[23] was used as a power-
ful and effective tool to generate
perovskite crystals containing both
methylammonium and formamidi-
nium cations in well-defined pro-
portions. We characterized the per-
ovskite films by powder X-ray
diffraction, AC and DC electrical
conductivity (using carbon electro-
des), absorption and emission
spectroscopy, and photolumines-
cence decay. We tested fully func-
tional photovoltaic (PV) devices
with 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-
methoxyphenylamine)-9,9’-spiro-
bifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) as
the hole-transporting material (HTM),[43] a mesoscopic TiO2

scaffold (m-TiO2) as a host for the nanostructured perovskite,
and a compact TiO2 film (b-TiO2) as the hole-blocking layer.
The results show significant gains in PV performance from the
use of lead iodide perovskites with mixed FA/MA cations as
light harvesters.

We conducted powder XRD measurements to investigate
the simultaneous intercalation of MA and FA cations

(Figure 1). Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass was covered
with a thin compact blocking layer of TiO2 (b-TiO2), onto
which mesoscopic TiO2 (m-TiO2) with a thickness of approx-
imately 300 nm was deposited. The latter layer was infiltrated
with PbI2 by spin coating, and the resulting material was
converted into a mixed-cation perovskite (MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3

upon exposure to a solution of FAI and MAI in 2-propanol.

Figure 1. A) XRD characterization of the (CH3NH3)x(HNCHNH3)1�xPbI3 thin-film perovskites grown by
two-step sequential deposition. The substrate was FTO-coated glass on which a typical 300 nm
mesoporous TiO2 scaffold had been deposited. Magnified view of the region 11–148. The peak at
14.08 shifts to lower reflection angles with FAI intercalation. Remaining PbI2 was identified at 12.88.
The morphological feature at 11.88 is assigned to the non-perovskite d-phase of formamidinium. A
similar effect is seen in the peaks at B) 31.88 and C) 28.48. D) Summarized peak shift as compared to
FAPbI3. Peaks at 14, 28.4, and 31.88 are considered. E) Normalized emission of (CH3NH3)x-
(HNCHNH3)1�xPbI3 (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1). The emission is shifted further into the red and
broadened as x is decreased. F) Light-harvesting spectra of the different perovskite films recorded in
an integrating sphere. Note the 20 nm red shift of the absorbance onset for (CH3NH3)0.8-
(HNCHNH3)0.2PbI3 as compared to (CH3NH3)PbI3. As the formamidinium concentration was
increased, the absorbance of the film decreased, while no change in the band gap was discernable.
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Structural changes were observed for the peaks at 14.1
(Figure 1A), 20.0, 24.4, 28.4 (Figure 1B), 31.8 (Figure 1C),
40.6, and 438, whereby the diffraction angle decreases with
increasing formamidinium content, in keeping with the bigger
size of the formamidinium cation, which expands the crystal
lattice (see Figure SI6 in the Supporting Information for full
XRD spectra). Figure 1 D shows the peak shift with respect to
the reference a-FAPbI3 peak at 13.88. The gradual shift in the
diffraction angle (that is, rather than the appearance of two
separate peaks of variable intensities) is a strong indication
that a mixed phase of (MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3 is formed in which
the two cations are both inserted in the same lattice frame.

Additional diffractions specific to FAPbI3 appeared at
11.8, 16.25, 30.54, 32.8, and 41.638 and were assigned by
measuring spin-coated reference samples produced by the
one-step deposition of (MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3 from N,N-dime-
thylformamide (see Figures SI4 and SI 5). All of these
features were also present in pure FAPbI3 deposited in this
way, and are assigned to the yellow d-phase of FAPbI3.

[38]

However, the perovskite a-FAPbI3 phase was not produced in
this manner, as is evident from the lack of a peak at 148, and
even subsequent annealing failed to induce any d!a phase
transition. The d-FAPbI3 diffraction peaks gradually disap-
peared as the MAI concentration was increased. In contrast,
the desired black a-FAPbI3 perovskite phase was formed
immediately in substantial proportion relative to d-FAPbI3

when the sequential deposition method was applied. Fur-
thermore, the a-phase was formed quantitatively already at
a MAI molar ratio as low as 0.2 in the 2-propanol dipping
solution, as confirmed by the lack of a diffraction peak at
11.88. Yet another key advantage of the two-step over the
single-step perovskite deposition method is that it directs
perovskite crystallization in the desired a-phase upon expo-
sure of the PbI2 to the MAI/FAI mixture in 2-propanol.

Since MAPbI3 displays mixed electronic–ionic conduc-
tion,[38] we performed impedance analysis and DC polar-
ization to probe electrical transport in the single- and mixed-
cation perovskites. AC impedance data acquired for all
compositions considered in this study are characterized by
a single semicircle (Figure 2A), whereby the capacitance
corresponds to the bulk properties (relative dielectric con-
stant er� 30). AC measurements performed between 30 and
70 8C yielded the activation energy Ea of the different
samples. Remarkably, as shown in Figure 2B, the value of
Ea of the two-phase mixtures (e.g. 0.53 eV for MAI:FAI 2:3 as
well as MAI:FAI 3:2) is very close to the activation energy of
the FAI single phase (0.55 eV) rather than the MAI single
phase (0.40 eV), thus suggesting that the electrical conduction
properties are dominated by the FAI phase. DC polarization
measurements with carbon electrodes revealed a minor but
substantial ionic contribution.

Figure 1F shows UV/Vis absorption spectra of the mixed-
cation lead iodide perovskites (MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3 for various
compositions. The addition of only 20 mol% FAI to the
dipping solution caused the absorption onset of the perovskite
to red shift by 20 nm, whereas the desired steepness of the
absorption edge characteristic of MAI was maintained. As the
FAI concentration was further increased, the absorbance
onset was shifted to longer wavelengths, while the absorbance

of the film was reduced. A MAI:FAI ratio of 4:1 or 3:2 in the
2-propanol bath solution proved to be optimal for the
extension of the light absorption of the perovskite into the
red with retention of the high absorption coefficient of
MAPbI3. MAPbI3 scatters light more strongly than FAPbI3, as
is apparent from the tailing of the absorbance beyond the
band gap. This difference probably arises from the smaller
size of FAPbI3 crystals as compared to their methylammo-
nium counterparts.

The normalized near-infrared photoluminescence (PL) of
the (MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3 (x = 0–1) films is shown in Figure 1E.
A significant 27 nm red shift in the emission peak from
MAPbI3 (lmax = 776 nm) to FAPbI3 (lmax = 803 nm) was
observed—consistent with the absorption spectrum—along
with a noticeable broadening of the emission profile. The
gradual shift in emission indicates the formation of a solid
solution of MA and FA in the perovskite lattice. The shifts in
emission of samples prepared by sequential deposition or by
single-step deposition are plotted in Figure SI2 of the
Supporting Information. The similarity of the observed
trends suggests that the ratio of intercalated cations is similar
to that of the dissolved cations in the precursor solution. The
nonlinearity of the emission shift reflects interactions
between methylammonium and formamidinium cations. PL
measurements of films prepared by the one-step deposition
method were complicated by the appearance of the yellow d-
phase of the formamidinium iodide,[38] which optically
manifests itself only weakly in the FAPbI3 samples prepared

Figure 2. A) AC conductivity of MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 as measured under
argon at 70 8C. B) Arrhenius plot of the AC conductance as a function
of the temperature for MA0.6FA0.4PbI3.
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by sequential deposition. The absence of the a-phase explains
the blue-shifted emission in FAPbI3 prepared by the one-step
deposition method (see Figure SI 1).

We measured the current (J)–voltage (V) characteristics
of the solar cells in the dark and under simulated air mass 1.5
global standard sunlight (AM 1.5G). To avoid batch-to-batch
variations in the photocurrent, cells from the same batch were
compared, and the PbI2-coated TiO2 films were selected at
random before dipping in the solutions of RNH3I (R: CH3�
and/or NH=CH�). In this manner, clear trends in the short-
circuit current densities were established reproducibly. The
dotted trace in Figure 3A shows a J–V curve for a typical
device based on pure MAPbI3, from which the short-circuit
current density (Jsc), open-circuit potential (Voc), fill factor
(FF), and power-conversion efficiency (PCE) were deter-
mined to be 17.83 mAcm�2, 1046 mV, 0.655, and 12.5 %,
respectively. On average, the devices showed a short-circuit
current density of 17.3 mAcm�2 and a PCE of 12.0 %, in
excellent agreement with our previously reported results.[23]

The solid trace in Figure 3A shows a J–V curve obtained from
pure formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3) with Jsc =

16.6 mAcm�2, Voc = 928 mV, FF = 0.66, and PCE = 10.5 %.
The most efficient FAPbI3-based device gave a PCE of
11.0%, clearly below the average PCE obtained with
MAPbI3.

We tested four different mixed-cation perovskites
(MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3 of composition x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8.
Among those, MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 performed best. The dashed
trace in Figure 3A shows the J–V characteristics of a typical
cell, with Voc = 1027 mV, Jsc = 18.15 mA cm�2, a FF of 0.715,
and a PCE of 13.4 %. Strikingly, MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 outperforms
the single-cation compositions MAPbI3 and FAPbI3. Fig-
ure 3B shows the J–V characteristics of the best device, which
exhibited a Jsc value of 21.2 mA cm�2, a Voc value of 1.003 V,
and a FF of 0.70 for an overall power-conversion efficiency of
14.9%. In Table 1 we report the PV characteristics of a series
of other cells sensitized by MA0.6FA0.4PbI3.

To rationalize the substantial gains in photocurrent
observed for the mesoscopic cells based on mixed-cation
perovskite light harvesters, we measured their incident-
photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE), or external
quantum efficiency (EQE), across the visible spectrum.
Figure 4B shows that the photocurrent onset is shifted by
20 nm to the red from 780 to 800 nm for FAPbI3 and
MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 in accordance with the absorbance spectra
shown in Figure 1F. The IPCE spectrum of MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 is
most impressive, as it combines the advantage of the red-
shifted onset observed for FAPbI3 with the steep increase in
the IPCE at the band gap characteristic for MAPbI3. The
IPCE values attained with MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 exceeded the levels
of the two single-cation perovskites across the whole visible
range and reached close to 90 % at 500 nm. Integration of the
IPCE spectra (340–850 nm) over the air mass 1.5 global
(AM1.5 G) solar emission spectrum yielded short-circuit
photocurrent densities of 17.0, 16, and 20.2 mAcm�2 for
MAPbI3, FAPbI3, and MA0.6FA0.4PbI3, respectively.

Figure 4A shows the absorptance spectra measured with
an integrating sphere for the three devices. For this analysis,
we removed the gold back contact and cut the films to
preserve the active area alone. For wavelengths between 320
and 520 nm, the films harvested more than 93 % of the
incident photons. The remaining few percent are transmitted
or lost either by specular reflectance or parasitic absorbance
by the FTO. Above 520 nm, the light-harvesting efficiency of
the films decreases gradually and then dropped sharply to
zero near the band gap of the perovskite. FAPbI3 showed the
fastest drop in absorbance with increasing wavelength, and
MAPbI3 the slowest, while the mixed-cation perovskite lays
in-between. A slight red shift in the band gap was observed

Table 1: Photovoltaic properties of eight devices sensitized by
MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 with I<M-> at a concentration of either 0.062m (first four
devices) or 0.050m (last three devices) in the dipping bath.

Jsc [mAcm�2] Voc [V] FF PCE [%]

18.860 1025 0.692 13.71
18.893 1033 0.722 14.52
17.820 1033 0.673 12.93
18.340 1039 0.697 13.57
19.865 931 0.660 12.45
19.617 936 0.696 13.19
19.305 951 0.707 13.39
18.957�0.66 992�46 0.692�0.019 13.4�0.6

Figure 3. A) J–V curves for average photovoltaic devices assembled
with (CH3NH3)x(HNCHNH3)1�xPbI3 (x =0, 0.6, 1) as the sensitizer. The
performance of the cells was measured in the dark and under
a simulated AM 1.5G spectrum at 98.89, 98.16, and 98.50 mWcm�2

for x = 1, 0.6, and 0, respectively. B) J–V curves of the best-performing
cell sensitized with (CH3NH3)0.6(HN=CHNH3)0.4PbI3, as measured
under a simulated AM1.5G solar spectrum at 98.2 mWcm�2 (solid
line) and in the dark (dashed line).
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from the onset of the absorption, that is, 787 nm (1.575 eV)
for MAPbI3 and 810 nm (1.530 eV) for FAPbI3. Interestingly,
MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 showed the same band gap as FAPbI3,
contrary to expectations.

To account for the reflection of the gold counter-
electrode, we corrected the absorptance of the films on the
basis of the following assumptions: a) the counter-electrode is
described by the optical parameters n and k of gold,[44]

whereby transmission is neglected and a flat interface is
assumed; b) the perovskite film behaves as a Beer–Lambert
medium; c) the parasitic absorptions from oxidized spiro-
OMeTAD, TiO2 and FTO are negligible; d) there is no light-
scattering perovskite capping layer; and e) spiro-OMeTAD
has a refraction index of 1.5 with a negligible imaginary part.
By using these approximations, we derived the absorbed-
photon-to-current conversion efficiency (APCE) or internal
quantum efficiency (IQE) from dividing the IPCE by the
absorptance values. Figure 4c shows that for MA0.6FA0.4PbI3,
high APCE values of 80–85 % were maintained throughout
the visible spectrum. These values attest the very high
quantum efficiency of carrier generation and collection by
the device, in contrast to MAPbI3 and FAPbI3, which seem to
collect less charges produced by red than by blue photons,
thus indicating a shorter carrier-diffusion length for the
single-cation perovskite phases.

To further substantiate
this interpretation, we mea-
sured the photolumines-
cence lifetime of the perov-
skite deposited on noncon-
ductive glass from solutions
of MAI/FAI and PbI2

in N,N-dimethylformamide
(20% wt). The samples
were excited by a 406 nm
laser diode and their emis-
sion recorded at a right
angle through a double
monochromator. All films
were measured over
a 200 ns window divided
into 1024 channels. Fluores-
cence lifetimes are dis-
played in Figure 5 for
(MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3 (x = 0,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1). The
time decay of the fluores-
cence signals was fit to two
or three exponentials; the
lifetimes for the three com-
ponents were in the range
of 1–10, 20–70, and 100–
300 ns (Table 2). Strikingly,
about 85 % of the emission
of MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 decayed
with a long lifetime of
130 ns; thus, the emission

persisted much longer than for the pure-phase perovskites. It
also appears that for the mixed cations, a double exponential
is sufficient to fit the decay kinetics well, since the fast decay
observed for the single cations is absent. The prolongation of
the lifetime in the mixed-cation perovskite most likely
contributes to the better carrier-collection efficiency observed

Figure 4. A) Light-harvesting efficiency of (CH3NH3)x(HNCHNH3)1�xPbI3 (x = 0, 0.6, 1). The measurement was
performed right after measuring the IPCE and cutting the cell to the active area, after removal of the gold back
contact. The measurement was performed in an integrated sphere to account for diffuse reflectance. The
sample was placed successively in the beam and perpendicularly to the beam to compensate for secondary
absorption. B) IPCE spectrum of the three cells. Note the red-shifted IPCE onset above 800 nm for the mixed-
cation perovskite as well as the pure formamidinium lead iodide. C) APCE spectrum derived from the IPCE
spectrum and the light-harvesting efficiency.

Figure 5. A) Fluorescence lifetime of (CH3NH3)x(HNCHNH3)1�xPbI3

films spin-coated from a solution of MAI/FAI + PbI2 in N,N-dimethyl-
formamide (20% wt). The films were sintered at 80 8C for 30 min
before the measurement. The signals were fitted to two or three decay
exponentials of variable lifetimes.
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with MA0.6FA0.4PbI3, as it enhances the diffusion length of the
material.

In summary, we have demonstrated for the first time
a perovskite-sensitized photovoltaic device based on the
mixed-cation 3D perovskite (MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3 (x = 0–1). The
formamidinium cation is presented as a potential replacement
for methylammonium in lead iodide perovskites, owing to the
red-shifted absorption onset of FAPbI3 as compared to that of
MAPbI3. Devices based on FAPbI3 were made by sequential
deposition and gave a PCE of 11.0% (a lower value than that
of MAPbI3 owing to the presence of the yellow d-phase). The
sequential deposition method and the addition of 20% MA to
the FA dipping bath completely avoided the undesirable
formation of the d-phase while maintaining the red-shifted
band gap of FAPbI3. The mixed-cation perovskite
MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 exhibited superior PV performance to that
of the single-cation analogues owing to a greater harvesting
and collection of red photons, which resulted in higher short-
circuit photocurrents without sacrificing photovoltage. The
superior carrier-collection efficiency is probably related to the
longer exciton lifetime of more than 130 ns in the
MA0.4FA0.6PbI3 material. By using this technique, we were
able to fabricate devices yielding up to 14.9% photon-to-
current conversion efficiency under the AM 1.5G simulated
solar spectrum. The strategy of mixing organic ammonium
compounds opens up new prospects for the further improve-
ment of the photovoltaic efficiency of perovskite-sensitized
solar cells by tuning the optical, electrical, and morphological
properties of the semiconducting sensitizer. It is believed that
if the formation of the yellow d-FAPbI3 component could be
fully avoided, the performance of pure FAPbI3 would most
likely surpass that of MAPbI3-based mesoscopic solar devices.
We are currently carrying out studies with this aim.
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